sound never looked so good

total rigidity

isolation technology

customdesign
Hifi & Audio Visual Furniture Specialists

ttf solid hardwood

why compromise?
Custom Design is a family business who is proud to design and manufacture
multi award winning hi-fi and audio-visual furniture in the UK with a philosophy
to question and challenge ideas and designs.
Attention to detail, the ability to embrace
modern technology and manufacturing
techniques has resulted in Custom Design
becoming one of the worlds leading design
build manufacturers of total isolation
solutions with true aesthetic appeal.
All of the hardwood designs are
manufactured from only TTF suppliers, fully
licensed and professionally managed forests
utilising techniques of sustained yield forest
management.

Cardboard packaging are manufactured
using at least 76% recycled material.
Customer’s perceptions of hi-fi furniture
have changed. Interior design over
functionality, aesthetic appeal over
practicality, complimentary home friendly
finishes to provide design harmony. With
26 years of experience Custom Design are
proud to present our comprehensive range
of specialist furniture.

milan range
The Milan hi-hi and audio visual furniture range are a
modular design available in 5 widths, Compact range
410mm, Hi-Fi range 570mm, LCD range 800mm and
the Plasma ranges 1015mm & 1160mm.
Standard shelf spacing are 150mm with optional extra
shelf spacing of 200mm, 250mm or 300mm available
on request

Milan LCD 3

Milan Compact 3

Our philosophy of attention to detail,
absorption of resonance noise vibration
and 26 years of design and manufacturing
have enhanced the acoustic performance.
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The Milan Acoustic range includes iRAPs, Isolation
Resonance Absorption Platforms.
The viscoelastic properties of the exclusive acoustic
steel combined with TTF solid hardwood supports
and decoupling isolating materials reduce and
absorb unwanted mechanical resonance noise
vibration.

Milan Hi-Fi 4 Acoustic

Milan Reference 10 Acoustic Hi-Fi 4

Milan Reference 10 Hi-Fi 4

Please visit our website for more
information on the Acoustic Inert
aluminium and Acoustic Inert
steel we manufacture.

Milan Reference 10 Corner Plasma 3

www.customdesign.co.uk
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The new definitive Milan Inert Acoustic hi-fi support
range have been introduced to celebrate 26 years of
the design and manufacture of no compromise, award
winning hi-fi and audio visual furniture in the UK.
The minimal influence approach demonstrates the
foresight of a hi-fi support designed to fulfil the
enjoyment and excitement of music with the
aesthetic discretion and sensitivity of furniture
designed to compliment your home.

Milan Inert Acoustic 4
Milan Inert 3

Our world famous constrained layer dampening
system, the inert acoustic aluminium and inert
acoustic steel convert resonance noise vibration
to negligible heat, absorbing any frequencies
transmitting through the support. Using the
materials most efficiently, electromagnetic fields
are reduced.
For 26years Custom Design researched and
developed their own unique isolating, resonance
noise vibration absorbing technologies. The
properties of the materials we manufacture
result in a perfect solution for resonance noise
absorption and dampening for most support
systems.

Add-on Shelf
iRap
Isolation, Resonance, Absorption, Platforms are
manufactured from our world famous Inert Acoustic Steel.
The viscoelastic properties use a unique 2:1 ratio, which has
been researched and developed for the perfect solution of
resonance noise vibration absorption.
Designed for use on specialist hi-fi support systems,
decoupling the specialist material with 4 point or 3 point
isolation are solid aluminium or brass locating feet.
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cuba range
The Cuba hi-fi support furniture range continues
our philosophy to design and manufacture furniture
to compliment the requirements and homes of our
customers.
The Cuba hi-fi furniture range are available in 2 widths,
hi-fi and audio-visual. The internal adjustable shelves
provide flexibility, additional shelving available as an
optional extra.
The 10mm and 6mm Clear or Black glass shelves are
manufactured to EN 12105-02 safety standards.

Cuba 503 Hi-Fi
Cuba Plasma 3

Cuba 504 Hi-Fi

Manufactured from 75mm solid hardwood supports,
supplied exclusively by members of the Timber Trade
Federation (TTF) from fully licensed, professionally
managed forests.
Finishes available include solid Oak and Walnut,
please visit our website for more information.

www.customdesign.co.uk
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definitive range
The Definitive Inert hi-fi range are a direct result of
Custom Design’s culture of continuos, innovate hi-fi
furniture design. A combination of absolute rigidity,
with exclusive resonance noise vibration absorption
technology and built for sound.
A modular design, which can be custom built to your
specification, available with black, chrome or brushed
chrome supports.
The design features our world famous Inert Acoustic
aluminium shelving technology. Manufactured with
a 3:1 ratio, found to be the most efficient absorbing
balance. The constrained layer dampening system

Definitive Hi-Fi 4

combined with the 76mm and 50mm mass loaded
support columns, eliminates natural frequencies.

Definitive Base

discrete range
The Discrete hi-fi range has a minimal, clean edge design.
The simplicity of the modular design, with additional
shelving available on request, allows the addition of shelves,
a change of spacing, or finish if desired. The glass shelves
are manufactured to EN 12105-02 and available with black,
chrome, brushed chrome or gold supports.

Discrete Hi-Fi 3
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Discrete Hi-Fi 4

speaker stands
The culture of continuous, innovate hi-fi furniture design provides you with the most comprehensive range of multi award
winning speaker stand supports. A combination of total rigidity, exclusive resonance noise absorption, the ability to adapt
modern manufacturing techniques and embrace new materials allows Custom Design to set new standards in design and
performance.

RS 200

RS 202

RS 203

RS 204

RS 300

RS 302

RS 303

RS 304

Support columns are easily fillable
with our Inert Filler. The inert
material is of a dense consistency,
the angular shape and particle
size minimise the presence of
voids making application simple.

SQ 400

SQ 402

SQ 404

Inert Filler

www.customdesign.co.uk
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speaker stands
The new FS Speaker Stand range are a testament of Custom Design’s philosophy, to achieve business by product design, service
success with a responsibility to social and environmentally friendly practices. Innovation is an integral part of Custom Design’s culture
and one of the reasons for our success over the past 26 years. All Designs Copyright to Custom Design (Newcastle) 2011

FS 103

FS 104 Signature

The FS 103 Speaker Stand range

The multi awarding FS 104 Signature

are a serious alternative to the

speaker stand range changed

conventional speaker stand design.

the philosophy of speaker stand

Designed with a tri point isolation

design. Combining rigidity, exclusive

for a minimal effect on a speakers

resonance noise absorption and

performance, with an Inert Acoustic

isolation technology, the unique

top plate 150 x 170mm the range

conceptual approach transformed

provide a solid foundation for

the listening experience of our

customers who demand an exciting

customers and recommended

and dynamic performance.

by many speaker manufacturers.
Available with top plates dimensions
165 x 180mm or 190 x 240mm

FS 106

FS 108

The FS 106 speaker stand range

Our ultimate speaker stand design

have been designed with a double

combines complete isolation, total

central column, which can be mass

rigidity with hand made Acoustic Inert

loaded with our Inert Filler, we

steel top plates and mass loading

recommend at least 2 bags per

dampening properties. The multi

column. Acoustic Inert top plates

column design, mass loaded with our

are 190 x 240mm and combined

Inert Filler, controls bass frequencies

with satellite supports results in

with precision. Dynamics and stereo

a substantial, rigid speaker stand

imaging are expressed perfectly

support, available with chrome,

through the design, technology and

brushed chrome or gold satellites

complete total rigidity. The top and

as an optional extra.

base plates are laser cut and can be
customised to your specifications.

Floor Protector

Isolation Cones

The Floor Protectors Range are designed to prevent damage to wooden

The Isolation Cones are manufactured from solid aluminium or brass,

floors or laminates from isolation spikes. Manufactured from 25mm diameter,

available in sets of three and finished to Custom Designs’ high standards.

solid aluminium or brass. Finishes available include Chrome, Gold, Brushed

Ideal for isolating hi-fi equipment or speakers, at 25cm high the Isolation

Chrome or Black. Available in sets of four or eight these floor protectors add

Cones can be installed with ease increasing aesthetic value as well as

aesthetic value to any support or speaker stand. The Standard Floor Protector

performance.

Range are manufactured from 18mm diameter mild steel and available in sets
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of eight with Black or Polished finish.
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